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Chapter 3841 Huh 

… 

Hearing Bai Yunfei’s harsh words, Yue Feng couldn’t help but chuckle, and at the same 
time he was a little puzzled. 

This person seems to be the first time I have met, but the other person actually knows 
him. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng walked over and asked Bing Yao with concern: “Are you 
alright?” 

Bing Yao shook her head and smiled lightly: “It’s alright, fortunately you came in time, 
otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. “Speaking, Bing Yao instructed 
the surrounding underworld soldiers to strengthen the defense in the depths of the 
underworld. 

Afterwards, Bing Yao and Yue Feng returned to the Underworld City. 

A few minutes later, in the side hall where Hades was resting, Bing Yao urged her 
energy to adjust her breath for a while, and her face was better than before. 

Yue Feng sat on the opposite chair, his brows furrowed. 

“Yue Feng!” 

At this moment, Bing Yao said softly: “The man just now is the subordinate of the 
Demon Venerable, we must find a way to find him, otherwise, there will be endless 
troubles.” 

Hmm! 

Yue Feng nodded and said seriously: “Don’t worry, as long as he is in Kyushu, I will 
definitely be able to find him.” He thought about it, and when he returned to the Ouyang 
family, he immediately made some portraits and tried his best to arrest the ugly one. 
man. 

Having said that, Yue Feng thought of the purpose of coming here and couldn’t help 
saying: “Bingyao, I have something to ask for.” Immediately, he told about Sun 
Dasheng’s situation. 



To be honest, Bingyao was seriously injured at this time and needed to recuperate 
urgently. Yue Feng didn’t want to trouble him, but in order to save Sun Dasheng, he 
couldn’t help but say it. 

“Okay!” 
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Knowing the situation, Bing Yao didn’t hesitate at all and nodded, “I’ll go with you.” In 
Bing Yao’s heart, she always regarded Yue Feng as a benefactor. You must know that 
if it wasn’t Yue Feng, Bing Yao would never see the sun again. , And at this time, seeing 
Yue Feng begging for help, he naturally agreed. 

A few minutes later, Yue Feng and Bing Yao left the ghost world and returned to the 
Ouyang family. 

Soon, back to the Ouyang family, Yue Feng took Bing Yao and couldn’t wait to enter the 
backyard. 

Um? 

When passing the garden, Yue Feng was stunned when he saw the scene in front of 
him. 

I saw Sun Dasheng wearing a nightgown, sitting lazily in the pavilion, Li Nan quietly 
guarding the side, chatting and laughing. 

shit. 

Two seconds later, Yue Feng reacted and walked over with a look of joy: “Da Sheng, 
when did you wake up?” 

I thought that Sun Da Sheng’s time was short, and seeing him safe and sound at this 
time, why not be happy? 

At this time, Yue Feng still didn’t know that Sun Dasheng was able to wake up all thanks 
to Su Qingyan, and Su Qingyan also paid the price of losing his freedom. 

Bing Yao followed, smiled lightly, and greeted Sun Dasheng and Li Nan. 

“Haha…” 

Sun Dasheng first nodded at Bing Yao, and then laughed at Yue Feng: “I’m so tough, 
how could something happen?” The 



voice fell, and Li Nan also laughed: “Yue Feng, The Great Sage is fine this time, thanks 
to Qingyan, yes, Qingyan has left the Ouyang family, and there is still a letter to give to 
you.” With 

that, Li Nan handed a letter to Yue Feng. 

Because it was Su Qingyan’s private letter to Yue Feng, Li Nan didn’t open it. 

Light smoke? 

Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned. Although she was the suzerain of Wenzong and 
had some research on medical theory, it was impossible to cure the Great Sage. 

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng unfolded the letter and read it carefully. 

Qingyan, why are you so stupid? 

At this moment, Yue Feng was anxious and guilty. 
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In the letter, Su Qingyan explained the situation at that time in detail. 

“What’s wrong? Fengzi!” Seeing that Yue Feng’s face was wrong, Sun Dasheng 
hurriedly asked, and at the same time he came over and read the contents of the letter. 

What? 

After reading the letter, Sun Dasheng also froze there. In order to save herself, Su 
Qingyan agreed to leave with Bai Yunfei? 

For a time, Sun Dasheng could not express regret. 

Before in Tianzhong Park, he was too impulsive and was injured by Bai Yunfei, but in 
order to save herself, Su Qingyan put down her dignity and agreed to Bai Yunfei’s 
unreasonable request. 

Su Qingyan is Fengzi’s woman. Now that she’s gone with another man, how can she 
keep her head up in the future? 

No, absolutely not. 

Thinking to himself, Sun Dasheng’s eyes instantly turned blood red, and he grabbed 
Yue Feng’s shoulder very excitedly: “Fengzi, I’m sorry, it’s all because of me.” 

“We must bring back the light smoke…” 



Finally, he said When the time came, Sun Dasheng almost roared out. 

If it was because of him that Feng Zi and Su Qingyan were separated, he would not be 
at ease in this lifetime. 

Feeling the discomfort of Sun Dasheng, Yue Feng nodded. 

At this time, when they learned that Yue Feng was back, Wen Chouchou and Ren 
Yingying also rushed over, and they were shocked when they heard the news of Su 
Qingyan’s departure. 

“This Bai Yunfei is too insidious.” Ren Yingying couldn’t help saying. 

When the words fell, Xiao Xi also said: “When he was in Antique Street before, Bai 
Yunfei spoke to Sister Qingyan in a serious way. I knew at that time that he was paying 
attention to Sister Qingyan, but I didn’t expect… “ 

Wen Chou Chou took a deep breath, came over and patted Yue Feng’s shoulder: 
“Fengzi, don’t worry, Qing Yan has a strong personality and acts in a measured 
manner, then Bai Yunfei will not do anything to her.” 

After saying that, Wen Chou Chou He called the disciple of the family, and ordered: “Go 
check Bai Yunfei’s whereabouts immediately. Once there is news, come back and let 
me know.” 

“Yes!” After receiving the order, the disciple hurriedly responded. 

call! 

At this time, Bing Yao also came over to comfort Yue Feng, and finally said: “Since the 
Great Sage is all right, I will go back to the ghost world first.” 

After saying this, Bing Yao said goodbye and left. 

After sending Bing Yao away, Yue Feng calmed down a lot. He returned to the study 
and drew a portrait of Bai Yunfei’s ugly face, and then handed it over to his disciples to 
search for this person in the entire Kyushu continent. 

Su Qingyan suddenly left, Yue Feng was very anxious, but he also knew that it was very 
important to find out the whereabouts of the ugly man. After all, the other party was 
Demon Venerable’s subordinate. 

While doing this, Wen Chou Chou and Ren Yingying were all on the side, and everyone 
was extremely puzzled at this time. 

“Yue Feng.” 



Finally, Ren Yingying couldn’t help but ask: “What an ugly man, who is he?” 

Shuh! 

At the same time, the others also looked at Yue Feng, waiting for his answer. 

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly, “This person was haunting the ghost 
world just now, and he even injured Bingyao.” Yue Feng didn’t say the specific situation, 
let alone the matter of Demon Venerable, for fear of causing everyone to panic. 

Until now, Yue Feng had not realized that the ugly man in the haunted world was Bai 
Yunfei. 

What? 

This ugly man, with such strength, actually injured Bing Yao? 

Hearing this, both Ren Yingying and Wen Chou Chou were all taken aback. You must 
know that Bing Yao’s strength is obvious to all, and it is incredible that the ugly man in 
the portrait can actually hurt Bing Yao. 

For a time, everyone was extremely shocked and curious, but seeing that Yue Feng 
was reluctant to say more, everyone did not ask. 
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“Report!” 

Just as he was talking, he saw a family disciple hurriedly approaching, standing at the 
door and respectfully saying: “A man came from outside the door, claiming to be from 
Xia Yinzong, and said he had an urgent matter to see.” 

Xia Yin Zong? 

Hearing this, everyone looked suspicious, what kind of sect is this, and why have they 
never heard of it. 

Yue Feng frowned. He left without saying goodbye a day ago, but Nalanqing actually 
sent someone to come to the door. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng nodded and said, “Please ask him to go to the front hall!” 

After saying that, he got up and went to the front hall. 

Wen Chou Chou everyone, hurry up to keep up. 



When I got to the front hall, I saw a middle-aged man standing there waiting quietly. 

At this time, seeing Yue Feng and everyone appearing, the man smiled politely: “Don’t 
take offense to visit rashly, I, Xia Yinzong, will hold the ‘Alliance Conference’ at Qingyun 
Mountain in the evening, I hope you can be invited to participate.” 

Said, The man took out an invitation and put it on the table, then turned and left. 

what’s going on? 

Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou and Ren Yingying were all confused. 

Suddenly, a Xia Yinzong appeared and sent an invitation, which was really inexplicable. 

Yue Feng smiled lightly and said slowly: “Xia Yinzong is a hidden world sect. It has only 
recently set foot in the arena. The two mysterious old men who arrested me before are 
the two elders of Xia Yinzong…” He 

said , Yue Feng explained the situation of General Xia Yinzong and the process of 
being arrested at that time in detail. 

Huh.. 

Knowing these circumstances, Wen Chou Chou and Ren Ying Ying looked at each 
other in dismay, and they were all stunned. 

For a while, the entire front room was extremely silent. 

“Fengzi!” 

Finally, Wen Chou Chou was the first to react, looking at Yue Feng and said: “This Xia 
Yinzong is actually related to Xuanyuan Huangdi, and Xuanyuan Huangdi was killed by 
God’s Domain back then, which is really unbelievable. Thinking of it.” 

After speaking, Wen Chou Chou frowned and continued: “Although God’s Domain has 
always despised the human world, for thousands of years, the two sides have been at 
peace. It seems that something is wrong.” The 

voice fell, Ren Yingying nodded and said: “Yes, once Xia Yinzong and Tiandao League 
start a war, it will definitely cause chaos in the rivers and lakes.” 

Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded silently, and then smiled: “So yes That’s right, but think 
about it carefully. Since the establishment of the Tiandao Alliance two months ago, so 
many sects have been merged, and the development has been very rapid. At this time, 
a Xia Yinzong suddenly appeared to curb the development of the Tiandao Alliance. It is 
not a bad thing. Son.” 



After speaking, Yue Feng pondered for a while, and continued: “We will not participate 
in this alliance meeting for the time being, just wait and see how it changes.” 

Seeing Yue Feng say this, Wen Chou Chou and Ren Ying Ying both nodded in 
agreement. 

In just half a day, not only the Ouyang family received the invitation from the Xia 
Yinzong, but other sects and forces in the arena were invited at almost the same time. 

Of course, they are all sects that have not been merged by the Heavenly Dao Alliance. 

Like Yue Feng, most of the sects were not invited to participate, but took a wait-and-see 
attitude and waited for the changes. 

….. 

the other side. 

Bai Yunfei escaped from the ghost world without stopping at all, and rushed to a small 
town not far from Qingcheng Mountain. 

I had planned with Ji Hongshang before to meet in this small town. 

At this time, in the room of the small town hotel. 

Bai Yunfei is sitting there, playing with the power of the demon soul in his body. Just 
now, after taking the antidote of Kurong San, Bai Yunfei has recovered his original 
appearance, but because of the severe injury, his face is extremely pale and very pale. 
is weak. 

Beside her, Ji Hongshang stood there, her delicate face showing a bit of solemnity. 

The Sect Master’s plan to go to the ghost world to rescue Mozun actually failed. 

call! 

At this moment, Bai Yunfei slowly opened his eyes, his handsome face was full of 
grimness: “Ma De, it seems that he is about to succeed, but at a critical moment, he 
was attacked by Yue Feng.” 
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“If there is a chance in the future, I must smash Yue Feng’s corpse into ten thousand 
pieces.” 

When he said this, Bai Yunfei’s eyes flashed with gloom and resentment. 



Yue Feng? 

Hearing this, Ji Hongshang’s delicate body was shocked, and hatred also appeared in 
her eyes. 

This Yue Feng dared to sabotage the Sect Master’s plan, it was a crime that deserved 
death. 

“Ji Hongshang!” 

Just when Ji Hongshang was muttering secretly, Bai Yunfei said solemnly: “While I went 
to the ghost world, what happened to the rivers and lakes in Kyushu?” 

Ji Hongshang thought for a while and responded: “Reporting to the sect master, half an 
hour ago, I got news that a hidden world sect called Xia Yinzong sent invitation letters to 
many sects. It is said that they want to deal with the Tiandao Alliance?” 

Xia Yinzong? 

Hearing this, Bai Yunfei narrowed his eyes slightly, and a smile appeared on the corner 
of his mouth. 

This Xia Yinzong actually has to deal with the Tiandao Alliance, which is interesting. 

At this time, Bai Yunfei wished that the rivers and lakes in Kyushu would be in chaos, 
because once the rivers and lakes in Kyushu were in chaos, the ghost world might be 
involved. 

After making up his mind secretly, Bai Yunfei thought of something and asked, “Where’s 
Qingyan?” 

Ji Hongshang respectfully said, “I’m resting in the next room.” 

Bai Yunfei nodded: “Okay, I’ll go out with Qingyan later. Take a walk, you go to pay 
close attention to the affairs of Xia Yinzong, and report to me immediately as soon as 
there is the latest progress.” 

“Yes, Sect Master!” Ji Hongshang responded and exited the room. 

….. 

On the other side, the Ouyang family. 

Yue Feng sat in the room with a frown on his face. 



Several hours have passed, and not only has there been no news of Bai Yunfei and Su 
Qingyan, but also the whereabouts of the ugly man in the haunted world. 

In this case, Yue Feng couldn’t tell how anxious he was. 

Looking at it like this, I can only ask Tiandao Alliance to help. After all, the Tiandao 
Alliance is huge, and its disciples are all over the Kyushu. 

After making up his mind, Yue Feng quickly wrote a handwritten letter, and at the same 
time, put the portraits he had made before, put them together, and then sent his 
disciples to Tiandao League. 

…. 

Tiandao Alliance. 

Yue Feng sent someone to send a handwritten letter asking Luo Jue to find out the ugly 
man in the haunted world. 

At first, Luo Jue was very upset, but after reading the contents of the letter, he was 
surprised. 

Demon Lord Gone’s subordinates actually broke into the ghost world? 

As the messenger of God’s Domain, Luo Jue knew very well that the matter of Demon 
Lord Gone was no trivial matter. He did not hesitate at all, and immediately issued an 
order to let the sub-altars in all parts of Kyushu search for the whereabouts of the ugly 
man. 

Not only that, Luo Jue even mobilized the elite disciples of the main altar to go to a 
nearby city to post the portrait of the ugly man. 

… 

On the other side, Qingyun Mountain. 

Qingyun Mountain has a beautiful environment and beautiful scenery. Halfway up the 
hillside, there is a newly built manor, which is the main altar of Xia Yinzong. 

After Xia Yinzong set foot in the rivers and lakes, he built the main altar here. 

At this time, in the hall. 

Nalanqing sat there with no expression on his delicate face. 

Several elders sat on both sides, each with a solemn expression. 



Half a day ago, Nalanqing sent people to various sects to issue invitations, intending to 
discuss how to fight the Heavenly Dao Alliance, but after a few hours, no sects came to 
answer the appointment. Because of this, Nalanqing was in a very bad mood. 
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“Ma De!” 

At this moment, the upright elder Huo couldn’t help but slapped the table and said 
ruthlessly: “These people from the sect are really timid as a mouse, and even a I won’t 
come.” The 

voice fell, and Elder Feng continued: “Our Xia Yinzong has just set foot in the arena, 
and those sects don’t understand us, so they have some concerns in their hearts, which 
is normal.” 

Hearing these remarks, Nalan Qingxiu frowned. , slowly said: “In the current situation, 
what can you do?” 

Elder Feng pondered and said slowly: “I think, if we want to gain the trust of those sects, 
the first thing we have to do is to show ourselves. Only by letting these sects see that 
our Xia Yin sect has the strength to compete with the Heavenly Dao League, it will be 
much easier to win over at that time.” 

Hmm! 

Hearing this, Nalanqing nodded thoughtfully, and then said: “You said you want to show 
your strength, how do you show it?” 

Elder Feng smiled slightly: “Naturally, I want to find a way to use the Tiandao Alliance to 
open the knife. In the afternoon, I sent someone to investigate the situation of the 
Tiandao Alliance secretly, and I believe there will be news soon.” 

Hearing this, Nalanqing showed a smile: “Elder Feng is really thoughtful.” 

“Sect Master!” 

Just as he was talking, he saw a figure. Walking in quickly, it was Elder Feng who sent 
out to investigate the disciples of the Tiandao Alliance. 

Arriving in the hall, the disciple respectfully said, “Just now, the disciple inspected the 
main altar of the Tiandao Alliance and found that all the disciples of the Tiandao 
Alliance were sent out to search for a man with a strange appearance.” 

As he spoke, the disciple took out a A picture comes out. 



Swish! 

At this moment, both Nalanqing and the eyes of several elders all focused on the 
portrait. 

“Such an ugly person.” 

“What did the Tiandao Alliance search for this person?” During the 

discussion, Elder Feng flashed a light and smiled at Nalanqing: “Sect Master, this is a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. The elites have all been sent out, if we suddenly raid, we 
will definitely move Jiuzhou, and when that time comes, those sects will definitely come 
to form an alliance.” 

When saying this, Elder Feng’s face was full of confidence. 

Nalanqing acted decisively and nodded in agreement: “Okay, just do as Elder Feng 
said, and immediately pass on my order to raid the main altar of the Tiandao League 
tonight.” 

….. 

At night, the main altar of the Tiandao League. 

The elites of the Tiandao League’s main altar were all sent out by Luo Jue. Not only 
that, Luo Jue also had something to do. At this time, there were only a few thousand 
patrolling disciples left in the Tiandao League. 

hum! 

At this moment, there were several powerful aura fluctuations in the sky not far away. 

Feeling this breath, the patrolling disciples present looked up one after another, and all 
of them were stunned in an instant. 

I saw that in the mid-air not far away, several figures flew quickly, headed by a beautiful 
and sexy woman, wearing a long white dress, with an amazing aura, like a fairy. 

It was Na Lanqing, the suzerain of the Xia Yin Sect. 

Behind her, it was Elder Huo and several others. 

hiss! 

At this moment, seeing Na Lanqing’s appearance, all the disciples of the Tiandao 
Alliance present couldn’t help gasping for air, and their eyes were straight. 



Beautiful, beautiful woman. 

The next second, when he sensed Nalanqing’s strength, he was even more shocked. 

“The strength of this woman is so terrifying that she can’t even notice it…” 

“The old men behind the woman are also very strong.” 

Under the shock, the disciples of the Heavenly Dao League present were somewhat 
inexplicably apprehensive. 

“what’s the situation?” 
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At this moment, a loud roar came, followed by a figure, who walked out of the hall 
quickly, dressed in armor and majestic, it was Guo Dong. 

As the guardian of the Heavenly Dao League, Guo Dong was responsible for guarding 
the main altar of the Heavenly Dao League when Luo Jue was not around. 

Um? 

At this moment, Guo Dong’s eyes were instantly attracted to Na Lanqing in mid-air. His 
eyes showed a strange brilliance, and the whole person was dumbfounded. 

What a beautiful woman, this figure, this face… she is like a fairy. 

Muttering in his heart, Guo Dong took a step forward, looked at Nalanqing and said with 
a smile: “I don’t know which sect this beauty is from. She came here late at night, but 
she joined my Tiandao Alliance?” 

Recently, the reputation of Tiandao Alliance has become more and more loud , Guo 
Dong thought that Na Lanqing was here to join. 

Guo Dong’s gaze made Na Lanqing very unhappy. 

“Presumptuous!” 

At this moment, Elder Huo shouted and glared at Guo Dongdao: “Who wants to join 
your Heavenly Dao Alliance? Pry up your dog’s ears to hear clearly, this is the suzerain 
of our Xia Yin Sect.” 



Saying this At the time, Elder Huo’s internal force was urged, and a powerful breath 
permeated out, and the surrounding air was extremely distorted. 

Xia Yinzong? 

Hearing this, both Guo Dong and the surrounding Heavenly Dao League were stunned. 

What kind of sect is Xia Yinzong, have you never heard of it before? 

Under the doubts, Guo Dong also burst into anger, Ma De, this old man is very 
arrogant, in the place of Tiandao League, how dare you talk like this? 
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At this moment, Nalanqing looked around the audience and said coldly, “Call Luo Jue 
out immediately.” 

The sound of just a few words is not loud, but there is a suffocating sense of 
oppression, and the disciples of the entire Tiandao Alliance main altar can hear it 
clearly! 

Mad, it turned out to be looking for something. 

At this moment, Guo Dong reacted and shouted at Nalanqing: “Whatever your Xia 
Yinzong is, just a few of you want to see our Lord Tianzun? Those who are acquainted, 
all will be captured!” 

“Hahaha… .” 

Hearing this, Elder Huo laughed in the sky, his eyes full of contempt: “A lackey, his tone 
is not small!” 

Om! 

When the voice fell, Elder Huo’s internal power exploded, and the figure was as fast as 
lightning. He slapped Guo Dong with a palm, and he saw that there was only an 
afterimage left, which was very shocking. 

Gudong! 

Sensing Elder Huo’s powerful strength, Guo Dong’s expression changed, and he 
couldn’t help swallowing his saliva. Is this old man so powerful? 

In panic, Guo Dong didn’t have time to dodge, so he had to pull out his long sword and 
attacked, trying to block Elder Huo’s blow. 



boom! 

The next second, Elder Huo slapped the long sword with his palm. The blade of the long 
sword did not hurt Elder Huo at all, but was directly shattered. At the same time, Guo 
Dong was also shocked by this powerful force. He flew out and flew a few hundred 
meters away, and finally smashed on the ground in front of the main hall. 

What? ! 

Seeing this scene, all the disciples of the Tiandao Alliance stood there, each one only 
felt a chill down their spines. 

This old man, with just one move, severely injured the Dharma protector Guo Dong? 

A subordinate with such strong strength, isn’t the suzerain of the Xia Yinzong even 
more terrifying? 

Guo Dong was lying there, looking up at Na Lanqing in mid-air, and was extremely 
shocked. 

Nalan Qing opened her red lips lightly, looked at Guo Dong and said coldly: “I’ll say it 
again, call Luo Jue out.” 

At this time, Guo Dong, completely lost his previous arrogance, stammered: “God… 
Your Excellency Tianzun is not at the main altar.” 

Not here? 

Hearing this, Nalanqing frowned, and decisively issued an order to Elder Huo: “Elder 
Huo, I order you to immediately destroy the main altar hall of the Tiandao Alliance and 
burn the banner of the Tiandao Alliance. “ 
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Destroyed the main altar hall and burned the banner of the Tiandao Alliance. 

Na Lanqing’s voice was not loud, but it spread throughout the main altar of the 
Heavenly Dao Alliance. 

“Let’s order!” Elder Huo responded in unison, and immediately urged their figures. 

boom! 

In the next second, I saw the figure of Elder Feng burst out, like a thunderbolt, and 
slammed down with a punch, and several pillars in front of the main hall collapsed 
instantly. 



Click! 

At the same time, Elder Huo used his internal power, and a mass of fire condensed out, 
directly burning the flag flying in front of the hall to ashes. 

However, this is not the end. 

“Kill!” I 

heard a howl coming from the foot of the mountain, and then, thousands of figures 
rushed into the square in front of the main hall like a tide, uniformly dressed in black, 
with an aura like a rainbow. 

It is the elite disciple of Xia Yinzong. 

These elite disciples, whose strength is around Wu Sheng, exploded together at this 
time, and the sky was distorted. 

“Ah…” 

All this happened so suddenly, many disciples of the Heavenly Dao League, before they 
could react, let out a scream, fell to the ground, and passed out. 

In this raid on the Tiandao League, the main target of Xia Yinzong was Luo Jue, so he 
did not kill all the disciples of the Tiandao League. 

Swish! 

Seeing this scene, Guo Dong also trembled, panicked and angry. 

I thought that Xia Yinzong just came with a few people, but I never thought that it would 
bring so many disciples. Obviously, Xia Yinzong came prepared today. 

“Who dares to be presumptuous in the Tiandao League?” 

Just when Guo Dong was panicking, he heard a loud shout not far away, and then a 
figure came quickly. Behind him, there were nearly 10,000 Tiandao League. Elite. 

It was Luo Jue. 

“Tianzun!” 

Guo Dong was overjoyed when he saw Luo Jue, and shouted: “These people claiming 
to be Xia Yinzong came to make trouble, and their subordinates fought hard, but they 
were still seriously injured.” 



Guo Dong is a real villain. In this case, don’t forget to take credit. 

Xia Yinzong? 

Hearing this, Luo Jue’s eyes locked on Nalanqing in mid-air: “Why did you raid my 
Heavenly Dao Alliance?” When he said this, Luo Jue’s anger rose. 

He clearly saw that many disciples of the Heavenly Dao League were lying on the 
ground, and the main altar hall collapsed, leaving the scene in a mess. 

“Are you the messenger of the God’s Domain?” Nalanqing’s beautiful face showed no 
expression at all: “Tell you, the ancestor of our Xia Yin Sect was Xuanyuan’s 
subordinate.” 

Shah! 

At this moment, Luo Jue’s eyes burst into a cold light: “So it’s you? Well, very good!” 

At this time, Luo Jue was angry and excited. Some time ago, the God of Nine Heavens 
asked him to investigate Xuanyuan Yuxie’s However, Luo Jue inquired around, but 
there was still no clue, but he never expected that the other party would take the 
initiative to send it to the door. 

Feeling Luo Jue’s gloomy coldness, Nalanqing did not panic at all. 

In the next second, Nalanqing looked around and said to the Tiandao Alliance who were 
present: “Everyone, we are all from Kyushu, but you may not know that Xuanyuan 
Huangdi was killed by God’s Domain ten thousand years ago.” 

“On the surface, God’s Domain advocates ‘Heavenly Dao’. In fact, it’s just a pretense. 
Now, God’s Domain has sent this Luo Jue to establish the Heavenly Dao Alliance. On 
the surface, it is said that it is to maintain the order of Kyushu, but it is actually to 
enslave us Kyushu people.” 

Wow. .. The 

voice fell, and the disciples of the Tiandao League present were all stunned and talked 
a lot. 

“Huangdi Xuanyuan, actually died at the hands of God’s Domain…” 

“God’s Domain wants to enslave Kyushu?” 

Hearing the surrounding discussions, Luo Jue’s face was extremely gloomy, and he 
shouted: “Give me peace, don’t listen to this woman messing around. Said that, ten 



thousand years ago, Xuanyuan openly opposed the Divine Realm and was executed, 
and it was entirely his own fault.” 
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“Xia Yinzong, for Xuanyuan’s desire to sin, took the initiative to provoke trouble, and the 
crime cannot be punished.” 

Hearing this, Nalanqing chuckled and retorted: “Is it what I said, you know very well. I 
don’t want to talk about nonsense, this sect master is here today to get rid of you.” 

“Very good!” 

Luo Jue’s face changed gloomily, staring at Nalanqing, and laughed: “Seeing that you 
are so confident, I will Let’s see how much skill you have!” 

Om! 

The voice fell, and a powerful breath permeated from Luo Jue! He suddenly raised his 
hand and slapped Nalanqing with a palm! 

At the same time, Guo Dong, who was below, was also very excited at this time, and he 
howled: “Just rely on you rabble, dare to come to the Tiandao League to make trouble? 
Don’t even think about leaving alive today.” 

Guo Dong is a typical The villain, if it was five minutes ago, he would not have dared to 
be so arrogant, but now Luo Jue has rushed back, and he has confidence. 

While howling, Guo Dong endured the severe pain on his body, quickly rushed to the 
corner, sat there cross-legged, and regained his strength. 

Swish! 

At this moment, seeing Luo Jue burst out, whether it was Elder Huo or Elder Feng, his 
eyes instantly locked on Luo Jue. 

Immediately afterwards, Elder Huo roared: “Sect Master, I will deal with him.” The 

voice fell, and Elder Huo urged his inner strength to attack him. 

“Elder Huo, step back!” 

Nalanqing shook his head, his delicate face was full of solemnity: “This Luo Jue’s 
strength is no trivial matter, you don’t want to take risks.” The 



voice fell, and Nalanqing’s figure appeared lightly. The jade hand raised up and greeted 
Luo Jue. 

“Clang!” In the 

next second, Nalanqing and Luo Jue collided with their palms, only to hear a loud bang! 
At the moment when the two palms collided, a tyrannical fluctuation of internal force 
swept the audience! 

Luo Jue and Na Lanqing groaned at the same time, and they both stepped back more 
than ten steps! 

With this palm down, no one will take advantage of it! 

But Luo Jue’s heart was suddenly shocked! You must know that his current strength is 
enough to disdain Kyushu. Except for Bai Yunfei, he is almost a rare opponent, and the 
strength of Nalanqing in front of him is so terrifying. 

“God’s Domain messenger, nothing more than that!” 

Just when Luo Jue was secretly surprised, Nalan Qing gave a coquettish cry, raised her 
jade hand, and burst out again. 

“Arrogant!” 

Luo Jue snorted coldly, also without fear, mobilized the power of the primordial spirit, 
and fought with Nalanqing in mid-air. 

… 

On the other side, at the foot of Qingcheng Mountain. 

Bai Yunfei asked Su Qingyan to accompany him, and after going out for a walk, he 
came to the tavern to rest. 

At this time, in the private room on the second floor of the tavern. 

Bai Yunfei and Su Qingyan sat facing each other by the window. In order to create an 
environment where they could be alone, Bai Yunfei covered almost the entire second 
floor. 

“Qingyan!” 

Bai Yunfei smiled, admired Su Qingyan up close, and said, “Look at how beautiful the 
scenery at the foot of Qingcheng Mountain is, so beautiful, please accompany me for a 
few drinks.” 



Said, Bai Yunfei took the When the jug is lifted, it is necessary to pour wine for Su 
Qingyan. 

However, Su Qingyan shook her head, her delicate face showed no mood swings: “I 
don’t like drinking, you can drink it yourself.” 

Although she agreed to leave with Bai Yunfei, in the past two days, Su Qingyan’s 
attitude towards Bai Yunfei has always been very indifferent. 

Uh… 

Bai Yunfei was very embarrassed, then nodded and said, “Okay, then I’ll drink it 
myself.” 

Saying this, Bai Yunfei felt extremely irritable. 

This Su Qingyan is too indifferent, how can I improve her opinion of me? 
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“Sect Master!” 

Just as he was irritable, he saw a call from the stairs, and then Ji Hongshang walked up 
slowly. 

The atmosphere was disturbed, and Bai Yunfei was even more unhappy: “What are you 
doing here? Didn’t I ask you to investigate the situation of Xia Yinzong?” 

Seeing Bai Yunfei’s anger, Ji Hongshang was very frightened, and quickly said: “Sect 
Master, just now I got the news that the Xia Yinzong raided the main altar of the 
Tiandao Alliance, and now the two sides are fighting fiercely.” 

Huh? 

Hearing this, Bai Yunfei was stunned for a moment, and then showed a smile. 

This Xia Yinzong is very bold, and it is a bit interesting to dare to raid the main altar of 
the Heavenly Dao Alliance. 

At the same time, Su Qingyan also trembled, showing a momentary interest. 

Noticing the change in Su Qingyan’s expression, Bai Yunfei quickly asked, “Qingyan 
knows about this Xia Yinzong?” 

“I don’t know!” 



Su Qingyan shook her head and said softly, “I was just thinking, the power of the 
Heavenly Dao Alliance. It’s so big, and all the rivers and lakes in Kyushu are talking 
about it, and now there is a sect that dares to openly challenge the Tiandao League, 
which is really surprising.” 

Two months ago, in order to build a teleportation array linking Kyushu and God’s 
Domain, the Tiandao League forcibly In possession of Tianmen’s territory, Luo Jue 
almost injured Yue Wuya and Sun Dasheng, so Su Qingyan didn’t have the slightest 
affection for Tiandao Alliance. 

“Haha..” 

Bai Yunfei is good at observing words and expressions. Seeing Su Qingyan say this, he 
couldn’t help laughing: “Looking at the situation, Qingyan, like me, doesn’t have the 
slightest impression of Tiandao Alliance.” 

Su Qingyan Qingyan Qingdao: “After the establishment of the Tiandao Alliance, it has 
been annexing other sects, and its heart is very clear. I don’t think any person with 
justice in his heart will have any goodwill towards the Tiandao Alliance.” 

“Okay!” 

Hearing this, Bai Yunfei said with a smile: “If that’s the case, let’s go see the excitement 
together.” 

At this time, Bai Yunfei was very excited, and finally had a common topic with Su 
Qingyan, and more Importantly, Bai Yunfei also wanted to see where the Xia Yinzong 
who raided the main altar of the Heavenly Dao League was sacred. 

A few minutes later, Bai Yunfei took Su Qingyan and Ji Hongshang to the main altar of 
the Heavenly Dao Alliance quickly. 

… 

At this moment, the Ouyang family. 

The story of Xia Yinzong’s raid on the main altar of the Heavenly Dao League spread 
quickly across the rivers and lakes. After Yue Feng heard the news, he immediately 
called the crowd of Wen Chou Chou to discuss. 

At this time, in the hall. With an excited face, Sun Dasheng took 

the lead and said, “I didn’t expect this Xia Yinzong to be very kind, so he dared to raid 
the main altar of the Tiandao Alliance.” 

Raid, naturally feel good. 



When the words fell, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help laughing: “This situation is very 
obvious, Xia Yinzong sent an invitation to Jianghu before, but only a few sects were 
invited to participate, so Xia Yinzong raided Tiandao League to prove himself. strength.” 

After speaking, Wen Chou Chou tilted his head to look at Yue Feng: “Fengzi, what do 
you think?” 

Shuh! 

At this moment, the eyes of others also converged on Yue Feng. 

Yue Feng pondered and said slowly: “I think it is necessary for us to stop it. Whether it 
is the Tiandao Alliance or the Xia Yinzong, the strength is no small matter. If the two 
sides continue to fight, the entire Jiuzhou rivers and lakes will be involved. At that time, 
it will be the people who will suffer.” 

Hearing this, everyone expressed their approval. 

At this time, Wen Chou Chou said: “It’s not too late, let’s go quickly.” 

After a few minutes, everyone set off and rushed to Tiandao Alliance together. 

… 

On the other side, Tiandao Alliance. 

In midair, Luo Jue and Na Lanqing were still fighting fiercely. 
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Half an hour later, neither Nalanqing nor Luo Jue could suppress the other. 

Luo Jue, as the messenger of God’s Domain, has no doubts about his strength, and 
Nalanqing has also broken through the Tribulation Transcendence Realm. He should 
have soared long ago, but he stayed in Kyushu. 

After a few minutes, neither of the two parties could do anything, and they were a little 
anxious. 

“Sect Master, I’m here to help you!” 

At this time, Elder Huo couldn’t bear it anymore, shouted loudly, and rushed over. 

At the same time, several elders Feng also urged their figures to fight Luo Jue together 
with Na Lanqing. 



Luo Jue faced Nalanqing alone, and he was still able to handle it with ease. At this time, 
facing the siege of Elder Huo and several people, he couldn’t hold it any longer. 

“Guo Dong!” 

In desperation, Luo Jue’s eyes were extremely blood red, and he shouted at Guo Dong 
who was meditating not far away and recovered: “Go to the stone prison at the back 
immediately, release the repeat offenders, and let them fight the enemy together.” 

Luo Jue said The repeat offenders are the eight saintess Huanxiang and Ziyan. 

A month ago, after Luo Jue attacked Shenlong Island, he imprisoned the saintess 
Huanxiang and Ziyan in the name of passive battle. Now that Tiandao League was 
raided by Xia Yinzong, Luo Jue decided to release them. 

“Yes, Tianzun.” 

After receiving the order, Guo Dong quickly responded and rushed towards the stone 
prison. 

After a while, I saw several slender figures coming quickly, one by one with long skirts 
flying, beautiful and charming, it was the eight saintess Huanxiang and Ziyan. 

To be honest, after being imprisoned by Luo Jue, Huanxiang and Ziyan were all very 
dissatisfied. At this time, the Tiandao Alliance was raided, and they didn’t want to help, 
but Luo Jue’s status was higher than them, and he had no right to disobey. 

Swish! 

Seeing the eight saintess, whether it was Nalanqing or Elder Huo, they all frowned. 

These eight women, the aura that pervades their bodies is so strong. 

Haha… 

Luo Jue was very excited, showing a bit of pride on his face, and then shouted at 
Huanxiang: “Quick, help me take down these Xuanyuan Yuxie.” 

“As long as you help me catch it . To live with these people, I can let go of the negativity 
and slack in the past.” 

Hu… 

Hearing this, Huan Xiang and Zi Yan looked at each other, and they both resisted each 
other. But they still nodded. 



The next second, Huanxiang first burst into power, rose up, and joined the battle. 

Swish swish… 

Zi Yan and the other saintess followed closely. 

“Several elders…” 

Seeing the eight saintess burst out, Nalanqing’s delicate face was full of solemnity: 
“These eight women are very powerful, let’s not underestimate the enemy.” 

Elder Huo nodded in succession , then erupted one after another, and fought fiercely 
with the eight saintess in mid-air. 

Huh…. 

Seeing this scene, the disciples of the Tiandao League and Xia Yinzong below looked 
at each other with ecstasy. No matter it is Nalanqing or the eight saintess of Huanxiang, 
all of them are graceful in figure and charming in appearance, fighting in mid-air at this 
time is simply a visual feast. 

The two sides fought fiercely for a few minutes, only to see Huanxiangyu raised her 
hand and waved a ribbon out. The ribbon was more than ten meters long. In 
Huanxiang’s hand, it seemed to have life, and it was very flexible. 

Swish… 

At the same time, Zi Yan and the other saintess also raised their hands and displayed 
ribbons. 

The eight ribbons were waving together, making people dazzled, and in the blink of an 
eye, the elders of fire were trapped in the middle. 

 


